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Fluttering Happiness

Stamps: Hippo Happiness, Here’s A Card Ink: Magenta Madness, Tuxedo Black Cardstock:
Magenta Madness, Daffodil Delight, Whisper White, Artistry Blooms Designer Accessories:
Stampin’ Seal, Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, Whisper White Envelopes, Hippo & Friends Dies, Paper
Sips, Parisian Flourish 3D Embossing Folder, Multipurpose Liquid Glue
Measurements:
Magenta Madness card base: 5 ½” x 8 /12”, scored and folded at 4 ¼” and 6 3/8”
Artistry Blooms Designer for front layer: 1 7/8” x 5 ¼” for envelope flap: 2 ¼” x 5 ¾”
Magenta Madness for largest focal image label: 3” x 3”
Daffodil Delight for medium focal image label: 2 ½” x 2 ½” inside layer: 4” x 5 ¼”
Whisper White for smallest focal image label: 2 ½” x 2 ½” inside sentiment layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾”
Stamping directions:
Adhere Artistry Blooms to front folded layer of Magenta Madness card base.
Cut Magenta Madness with middle-sized square-ish fluted Hippo & Friends die.
Trace around the smallest square-ish fluted die with a pencil on Daffodil Delight. Cut along pencil line
with paper snips. Turn daffodil delight square-ish fluted label over and adhere to Magenta Madness
label. To stamp butterfly, stamp the outline of the butterfly first with Magenta Madness on white. Ink
the solid butterfly with Magenta Madness ink. Stamp-off once on scrap paper, then stamp over the
butterfly outline. Add the tiny butterfly face and the flight trail with black ink, tapping super softly on
the inkpad so you don’t get too much black ink on the very fine lines of the face and trail.

Cut the butterfly with the smallest square-ish fluted Hippo die. To omit-stamp the “fluttering by”, cover
the rest of the phrase with tape before inking on the Magenta Madness ink pad. Remove the tape
before stamping “fluttering by” under the butterfly.

Adhere the butterfly label to the Daffodil Delight label with dimensionals.

Repeat the omitting technique with the tape to stamp “just to say” at a slight angle with Magenta
Madness ink on the inside white layer. Stamp “HAPPY Birthday” from Here’s a Card with Magenta
Madness ink under “just to say”. Stamp butterflies and flight trails as desired.

Emboss the Daffodil Delight inside layer with the Parisian Flourish 3D embossing folder. Adhere
inside card with liquid glue. Adhere stamped inside white layer with liquid glue.
To add Artistry Blooms designer paper to envelope flap, run a line of adhesive along the top long
edge of designer paper, then around the remaining 3 sides of the envelope flap. Adhere designer
paper to flap. Turn over flap and use the flap as your guide to trim the designer paper flush with the
edges of the flap. Stamp front and flap of envelope with more butterflies.

